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Outline: Four Decades Of Delivering The
True Audience Experience
situation, which, after forty years, effectively
reflects that same initial philosophy.”
To make the most of this philosophy, Outline
conceives, designs and manufactures its
loudspeakers systems, embedded electronics
(iMode), acoustic prediction software and
iOS APPs one hundred percent in Italy. The
company employs local subcontractors with
whom they have worked with for several
decades and in turn, these companies work
almost exclusively for Outline.

True Innovation in Design and
Engineering

The company celebrates its anniversary at Prolight+Sound 2013

Italian individuals and companies have led
the world in certain disciplines for centuries.
In automotive and industrial design, in
cuisine and wine, in fashion, in culture,
in architecture, in art, in science and of
course in music, ‘Italian Passion’ continues
to inspire the heart and delight the senses.
Following that passion, Italian manufacturer
Outline has received numerous accolades
for their “Product Innovation” and “Product
Excellence” beating out other top-grade
companies in the market. 2013 marks the
40th year for the world class company and
to celebrate them, E-Tech Asia presents a
look at how the company has grown and
progressed over the years.
It all started with Guido Noselli. A young
musician and engineer who, driven by his
dissatisfaction with contemporary audio
systems started Outline in 1973 with not
much more than a vision to improve the
listening experience of his audiences.
In the town of Brescia, near Milan in
northern Italy, Outline started designing
and developing a range of amplifiers,
pre-amplifiers, mixers, tuners as well as
measurement instruments for product
engineers. It was through demand and
opportunity that the company gradually
started developing products designed for live
performance use, and the later half of the
70‘s saw a variety of products including the

MX 500 audio mixing console launched by
the fledgling company.
Outline hit the ground running by producing
high-end products since its inception,
now after 40 years, Outline is a top grade
manufacturer, with about fifty patents in the
electroacoustic field. However, those familiar
with the high-end world know that it’s full of
hard-to-please perfectionists who are always
looking for new audio experiences and that
is precisely why Outline has made it a point
NOT to produce a product that is not, at least
in one sector, better than or different from
what its competitors have to offer. And as
Michele Noselli, Outline's Communication
and Marketing Director, says, “Adopting
this approach from the outset obviously
influenced our company's present-day

Living up to the company motto of 'Delivering
the true audience experience’ Outline
started building its reputation within the
decade of its inauguration. The company's
first hit product was the MX 503 console
for mixing audio sources. Michele explains,
“With its ultra-slim avant-garde design, it was
objectively appreciated and its high-end sonic
performance - for that period - did the rest.
The product was used in pro applications and
to this day several MX 503’s are still being
used in Italy.”
Nowadays, it is the Butterfly that carries the
pride of the company. The Butterfly was the
first vertical line array launched by Outline,
over ten years ago. It is currently owned
by some of the world’s most successful
(and legendary) rental companies. Michele
says, “We’re particularly proud of Butterfly,
especially because, it’s clear to all concerned
that, in spite of the patents obtained
regarding its special lines (without top and
bottom “walls”) and the DPRWG waveguide
it incorporates, this product has always been
a “source of inspiration” for numerous (wellknown) manufacturers. An authoritative

such as iPad, iPhone and iPod touch, using
the APPs (developed in Outline’s R&D labs)
available from the Apple Store,” Michele adds.

Looking back to move forward
As Outline strides forward into the 21st century
it does so with an ever-present awareness of
its own past achievements, and a panoramic
world-view that is shaping its future.

Outline owners (L-R): Michele Noselli, Giorgio Biffi
& Stefano Noselli

The Founder of Outline, Guido Noselli

exponent of the international pro audio
community even coined the expression
'Butterfly-type systems'. For a moment,
readers should stop and think of which and
how many systems resemble Butterfly – and
have been launched in the last ten years...”

expectations. For Outline, however, Asia has
always appreciated their products, for their
quality and performance, but also for their
reliability through time. “In fact, we have
long-lasting distributors with whom we have
had a solid relationship for over fifteen years,
which goes to prove what has already been
said,” says Giorgio.

The passion to create
From a humble business to a global
giant, Outline has established itself as a
household name. To date the company has
a vast catalogue which covers 90% of the
requirements for pro audio. An impressive
feat that can only be accomplished with a
combination of dedication and hard-work
and one that also allows Outline to stay
ahead of the pack. Outline's CEO Giorgio
Biffi explains, “I think that the main reasons
for our growth are an on-going search for
quality by only using premium components
and the great care taken with product design.
Many have experienced and understood our
passion along with the care we habitually
take with work we do.”
Distinguishing themselves has always been
part of Outline’s DNA. Michele explains,
“In terms of pure quality and after direct
A/B comparisons, we often hear us being
described as the leading company on the
international market. In actual fact, our
greatest ambition is just to further improve
our equipment’s positive features. This
simple passion and the cult for things that are
“well made” guide us in everything we do.”
And of course, as every other company does,
Outline pays close attention to how the
market sees them. According to Michele, the
clients’ perception coincides with what the
company aims to achieve. “We can’t deny
that nowadays Outline is labelled by opinion
leaders as one of the top five ‘loudspeaker
companies’ in terms of absolute sonic
performance.”
The Asian market may be difficult to conquer
for some European manufacturers, seeing
that we are a continent of highly diverse

Among the company's accreditations
include the iMode, a proprietary technology,
conceived to re-define the state of the art in
loudspeaker system control. Every Outline
loudspeaker system equipped with “iMode”
has a PC, network and Web site on board.
Users therefore access a computer, not
a loudspeaker enclosure, and navigate in
the enclosure’s “core” using a normal Web
browser. Summarizing, Michele says, “A PC
in the cabinet, with a Web site that is used
as a control unit of the actual enclosure.
Anything that has to be 'communicated' to
the enclosure is done via its Web page. In
the case of a group of enclosures (e.g. a line
array), they 'communicate' with one another,
like members of a social network.”
Outline draws a very distinct line from its
competitors with having nothing between
the computer and loudspeaker system, which
is an obvious advantage to users. “For us,
iMode is the maximum expression of the “allin-one” concept, which has currently become
very fashionable. More recently, every
iMode-equipped loudspeaker enclosure
can be controlled by means of iOS devices,

Outline’s evolutionary (and in some cases,
revolutionary) technical developments
continue to refine and extend the palette
of products available to production
professionals all over the world. The new
GTO C-12 is a perfect example of how
their never-ending cycle of development,
refinement and incorporation of customer
feedback consistently produces products
that meet the needs of the most demanding
users.
One of the company’s main development
paths in recent years has been the integration
of standard computer components,
transmission systems and protocols into key
products. This work has appeared in the
guise of the ‘iMode’ concept, which not only
collates and delivers huge amounts of critical
real-time system data, but does so via an
imaginative range of standard devices.
This process is ongoing and gives a clue
to Outline’s vision for the future of live
performance loudspeaker systems. It’s no
longer about wood and wire or cones and
diaphragms - it’s about giving users instant
access to unparalleled levels of control
and data via reliable systems and devices
with familiar human interfaces. It’s about
removing all obstacles between engineers
and system technicians and the equipment
they need to deliver their skills to the people.
And as Guido Noselli said four decades
ago, it’s about ‘...creating the true audience
experience’.
www.outline.it

